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[Every round is a level. At the end of each level, you'll receive a combination. Each combination will unlock a new level, as long as you have enough
colours. The aim of the game is to keep advancing in order to gain access to the higher levels.] Objective [The objective is to complete as many levels
as you can. But that's not all! In order to achieve the ultimate goal, you'll also have to survive for as long as possible. So collect all the pills as
you can, before the controller blows up!] Rules [You can eat only the pill in front of you. If the pill is poisonous and you consume it, you lose that
round and start over. If the pill is safe, you have until the buzzer sounds to eat it.] WARNING: [If you find yourself stuck with none of the pills
safe, you’ll be forced to consume the safe pill. But if the pill in front of you is poisonous, you are dead. So do not panic. Give yourself plenty of
time to think. If no one has died and the pills all safe, it means you won and congratulations. That’s not all! If you survive the round, you’ll be in
the next round. But if you don’t, it’s game over.] Setup [You are given 8 pills. Each round, you'll be given a combination of 4 colours. You'll be
tested to see which pills are safe and which are poisonous. If a volunteer dies, you can move to the next round. You'll start with the first column on
the table of pills. If you have to guess, you’ll get fewer chances to eat the pills. If you're lucky and don’t eat any poisonous pills, you'll advance
to the next round. But if you eat a poisonous pill, you lose that round and start over. If you find yourself stuck with none of the pills safe, you’ll
be forced to consume the safe pill. But if the pill in front of you is poisonous, you are dead. So do not panic. Give yourself plenty of time to think.
If no one has died, you’ll advance to the next round. But if any volunteer dies, the game is over!] Question: [How long do you think it will take you
to complete all the levels? In other words, how many pills do
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Motorcycle Club Features Key:
50+ chapters
hours of gameplay
variety of gameplay modes
easy and intuitive controls
realistic sound and image quality
endless replayability - defeat rival clubs and win cool features like the Championship Cup!

Gameplay modes
Mode:
Mode:
Mode:
Mode:
Mode:

Racing - earn all the way to the top of the European Motocross Championship
Scramble - try to find the three hidden Road Clubs before your opponents do
Championship - lay it on the line, try to stay in the Motorcycle Club Championship Cup for the top ride!
Time Trial - try to set the fastest lap around the circuit in the fastest time as long as you can handle the speed
Tournament - beat other motorcycle clubs like the Motorcycle Showdown

Global Rankings
European Championship - the podium places of the European Motocross Championship. The best rider of each club earns a place here on the podium of every chapter.
Championship Cup - the world ranking of your club, earned by reaching the podium more times than any other club. The top clubs get a cool title too!
Motocross Championship - the big gong that goes to the club with the best rider. Not everything goes to the head of the table - in general, the player who goes the fastest gets the prize, but an exception is the result of a complete race or time trial.

Modes
Arcade - All around racing with dragsters, turf bikes and scooters.
versus - Play multiplayer races against a computer opponent up to 4 players.
Stunt - Put your muscle to the test in this adrenaline-fuelled stunt multiplayer mode featuring 10 available stunt bikes!
Race - Race on a variety of stunning motocross tracks against different opponents.
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